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About This Game

Defenders of Ekron in an Adventure/Shmup game that mixes the classic action of a Shmup and the exploration of an Adventure
game, including dungeons and a sci-fi experience. You take the role of Eneas, a young and bold cadet that has trained his entire
life to pilot his Anakim, an advanced mech capable of absorbing and transforming the energy around it into a special ability, but

something goes wrong and Eneas is forced to join an experimental program to face the Renegades, a group of rogue Anakim
pilots, that threaten to destroy the nation by leading a civil war. With features like 360° shooting range, unique scenarios to

discover, exploration modes to analyze the environment, a powerful shield, and different upgradable Combat modes, you must
defend the Technocratic Republic of Ekron, but be careful, for dark secrets await and the limits between right and wrong will

slowly fade. Listen to your instinct, because revolution starts within.
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Throwing babies, Americas number #38 pass time.. I work on the railroad and still come home and play this game. This game is
amazing and the devs are doing a great job creating this world. I play this with keyboard and mouse. The devs are always
working and bringing out patches. A lot of things could be added like showing the grades of the terrain on the map and having a
positive and negative speed rate per minute guage in the engines. Can't wait to see the finished product when it happens.. I have
not read the original Fighting Fantasy books, but I heard they were fun passtimes, so when this game went on sale I decided to
go ahead and get it. I can say a few good and a few bad things.

Good: The game is fun in a very retro way. I didn't know of these books when I was a kid, but I was a big fan of both D&D and
Choose Your Own style books, so it's quite nostalgic anyways. The redone art is nice (aside from a few things, like a "white
dragon" being illustrated with a brownish\/copper dragon, but whatever) and the retro art definitely reminds me of my AD&D
days. The stat system is alright, but I really wish they would have introduced a point-buy method for the digital release, as I find
myself restarting the game every time I roll a ton of 1's or 2's in my character creation section.

Bad: The game is unforgiving. If you like darksouls, that's fine, and I'm not saying it makes this game unplayable. I am okay
with a game that requires a great amount of skill, but this game requires a great amount of luck. For example (this is a real
example but the items\/names are changed), if I went to fight a large ooze, it would tell me I had to either have a bottle of
alchohol in my inventory or I'd be consumed by the acidic beast. Basically, if I didn't turn left at the last of three T-junctions I
die. Yes, that is what happened to me while playing a few times. Yes, it is the same solution (I turned right instead of left so I
died). The worst part is there are no hints. Just a generic "There is a T-Junction. Turn right or left?" page. Occassionally you'll
meet someone who can tell you which way to turn, but that's hardly ever.

In conclusion, if you enjoy trial-and-error, this game is for you. Otherwise, you should move along.. Extra spooky pack for 9
dollah.
You can also buy DLC for the original game but I don't think im allowed to say that.. A few years ago, i was playing this game
on my phone. I think it is an addictive puzzle game.. Nice game, simple but interesting gameplay. But, as it seems to me, the
choice of difficulty for the level in the queue is strange - in one case the levels are too difficult for the constellation, and in
another case too easy.. This is one of the few VR games I let my 4 year old daughter play. She loves to try on the goggles and
watch the fish swim around her. The point of the game is to eat the smaller fish with your fish, but that doesn't matter that much
to her. Just watching everything around her is enough. We played the demo a lot.
If I could request a feature it would be a pure aquarium mode. There could be 2 modes - just cute fishes and one that includes
fish that have teeth. Mabye with some interaction of some kind. Treasure hunt?
Thanks for making this game! It makes it possible for an old gamer-dad to share VR experiences with the kids.. Three really
great songs that sound fantastic. Definately buy this if you are going to play as the Greek cultural group or the Byzantine Empire
as they make restoring the Roman Empire all the more awesome. I had this on during my whole campaign as the Byzantine
Empire to restore Rome and somewhere along the way the songs got so familiar to me i couldn't remmeber which songs were
the ones from the base game and which ones were from this pack.. A pretty good time killer and quite challenging in the later
levels. The game has a nostalgic feel of the good old RTS games.
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This game is different but I loved it!. one word: masterpiece. pretty good game. great game really fun to play. Not much to say
about this pack, except that Cap gets a jetpack and Hyperion is invulnerable and has laser eyes.
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